
A Lexicon® Restaurant

Word Up!

     Appetizers
Mushroom Caps Write half of the words in lower case letters. Next to them, write each 
word in all capital letters. $4
Curly Capellini Print half your words. Next to them, write each word in cursive. $4
Scrambled Eggs Use Scrabble or Bananagrams tiles and spell out half of your words. $6
Rainbow Spelt Write half of the spelling words in black. Trace around each word four times 
with at least FOUR different colors. $8
Cucumber Columns Make 3 columns on paper. Write half your words down the middle. 
In the first column, write another word that begins with the same 3 letters as each word. 
In the third column, write a word that ends with the same 3 letters as the word. $8
Stuffed Mushrooms Use www.geogreeting.com and spell out all your words. Send the 
best word as a greeting to a friend and email one to me. $9

       Entrees
Puzzle Potstickers Make and complete a word search or crossword using a site like: 
www.puzzlemaker.com. $14
Steak With Simile Sauce Write a SIMILE for 12-15 vocabulary words 
(a simile is comparison using like or as). $14
Encrusted Stories Write a small story that shows the meaning of all of your words. $15
Depicted Dijon Chicken Draw a picture that shows the meaning of all your words. $15
Freak's Duck-tionary Create a humorous definition (like Freak would do) for all of your 
words. Enjoy! $15
Curried Comic Strips Create a comic strip using half of your words. 
Try www.toondoo.com $15
Pasta A Capella Create 2-4 songs to help you remember the definitions of the words 
that you need to learn. Sing or play one at school! $16
Seared Seafood Platter Make a list of places/situations where you would “see” all your 
vocabulary words and tell why. Example: Where might you see a commotion? 
(lunch room, on a school bus, a ballgame.) $18
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Begin with the end in mind -- dessert!

A Lexicon® Restaurant

Word Up!

Monday — Friday:  8:20-3:30
Closed on holidays

5859 S. University Blvd.
Greenwood Village, CO 80121

Tel 303-346-3500

All major efforts accepted

       Desserts
Chocolate Collage Find a picture of a vocabulary word in a magazine and 
paste it into a collage.  $1 each
Synonym Rolls Make three columns. Label the first column “Vocabulary Word.” Label the 
second column “Synonym.” Label the third column “Antonym.” Put word in the first column 
and add a synonym and an antonym. $1 each
Flash in the Pan Make 2 flashcards and study them using the 3-pile method. $1 each
Mini Math Cake Add up the value of 2 of the vocabulary words. $1 each

Frosted Fractions Make three columns: “Words,” “Vowels,” “Consonants.” Write 5 
vocabulary words in the first column. Make a fraction for the vowels in each word in 
the second column. Make a fraction for consonants in each word in the third column. 
The total number of letters in the word is the denominator. The number of 
vowels/consonants in the word is the numerator. $2 each
Ice cream Sundae Fold a paper into fourths and present two words (one on each side)
in 4 different ways (picture, riddle, use it in a sentence, synonym, antonym, small poem, 
analogy, write it in cursive, etc.). $3 each
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